Birthday Promotion Rules

Ok, here’s the deal.
We’ve been running our extremely popular
free chicken wings (BONE IN OR BONELESS) =
your age birthday promotion since 2012 and
we’ve learned a thing or two in the process.
Here are the guidelines we need to adhere to
if we’re going to keep the birthday tradition alive.
4 Birthday celebrant must be at least 21 and the offer
is good only on the person’s ACTUAL BIRTHDAY.
Photo ID is required.

4 WING RULES: You can have your choice
of up to 4 flavors (in increments of 10). There will be an
upcharge of 50 cents for each premium sauce ordered (see
menu for list of flavors). Wings can’t be taken home. Initial
quantity is based on party size. For example, if someone turns
50 and is with one other person, we will bring out 20 wings
and if they want more, we’ll bring additional ones.
4 Ranch or blue cheese dressing
and celery are an additional charge.

4 The birthday celebrant is welcome to purchase a beer
from our entire draft selection, a Blue Hawaiian Birthday
Cocktail or a fountain soda. The beverage of choice is served
in a 32-ounce Rusty Nail birthday stadium cup
and it can be refilled once at no charge.
You can keep the cup.
Beverage prices for the birthday celebrant:
Beer ranges between $9 - $13,
depending on brand, the Blue Hawaiian
Cocktail is $11 and soda is $4.

4 An 18% GRATUITY based on the total check
VALUE IS ADDED TO BIRTHDAY TABS.
We do this out of consideration for our staff.

4 Due to the popularity of the birthday offer
we cannot do separate checks. But we can
take multiple forms of payment if members
of the party want to split the check.
4 Please bring
a designated driver.

4 This birthday
promotion can be
revised or discontinued at any time.

